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About This Game

Trianguluv is an old-shool arcade game placed in universe where even triangles can have feelings!

With simple controls you can focus on mastering your skill and bea 5d3b920ae0
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One of the best Minigames I played in years.. One of the best Minigames I played in years.. I really enjoyed playing this game!
some levels can be quite difficult but still fun. As a fan of Gun Rocket I definitely wanted to try this game and can say I didn't
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regret finishing it the first time. While starting a New Game+ I was positively surprised by some of the ideas implemented to
make the levels a lot harder. I kept playing till I got stuck here:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=918808473 I tried and tried, but had to contact the developer. He
decided to the change the level and I finally got an update: http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=960265412 I
was still excited and continued playing past the 1st boss in New Game+. At a certain moment - while at this level 'Detour' - I
came to the conclusion that the games wasn't a fun experience anymore; there was just too little room for error (again), and with
that in mind, you were forced to move very slowly a lot of the time. Not a problem in case of a short level experience, but that
wasn't the case a lot of the time. That aside, it's not possible to move backwards nor use a 'handbrake' or similar to completely
park the triangle/rocket, making it only harder (especially with your 'Luv', where you sometimes need 4 eyes); not only
unforgiven, also unfair I had to conclude, partially caused by slowness = annoyance. Checkpoints are recommended in some
levels, but there are none. A few recommendations for an update: - 'Reverse gear' = moving backwards; only being able to make
turns and rotate, often means dying through 1/3 edges of the triangle, because there's little room for error (in New Game+); -
The possibility to completely park the triangle, not moving a pixel; - Level tests in New Game+.the progression in difficulty
didn't always make sense, caused by a time limit, gravity (%) or fuel limitations ; - Level screen! Could have motivated me to
continue or maybe I could have skipped a few levels first, if that would have been an option. I didn't have any insight regarding
my progress, I could only find some numbers in the game data. That being said, I can actually still recommend playing this
game, because there's enough fun before you start a New Game+ - which I don't expect everyone to start anyway. I just have
mixed feelings about the New Game+ Mode and actually regret having started it.I could eventually finish it, but when
something's not entertaining anymore, it's better to stop. I left the game with a bad taste in my mouth. 7/10 - If you like Gun
Rocket and are good at it, definitely try this, but think twice prior starting a playthrough in New Game+.. Want a challenge?
This is your game. I have played it through the first handful of levels and it is already a challenge, the gameplay is so simple yet
so difficult at the same time. In my opinion, the game as of right now is well worth the $2.99, especially when compared to
other games on steam that are at a similar price point. It even has a little replay value and as of right now 45 levels, possibly even
more in the future to keep you entertained for at least a few hours or more. Here is a video of gameplay including the first 10
levels give or take: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmX8YDIGEg. I really enjoyed playing this game! some levels can be
quite difficult but still fun. As a fan of Gun Rocket I definitely wanted to try this game and can say I didn't regret finishing it the
first time. While starting a New Game+ I was positively surprised by some of the ideas implemented to make the levels a lot
harder. I kept playing till I got stuck here: http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=918808473 I tried and tried,
but had to contact the developer. He decided to the change the level and I finally got an update:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=960265412 I was still excited and continued playing past the 1st boss in
New Game+. At a certain moment - while at this level 'Detour' - I came to the conclusion that the games wasn't a fun experience
anymore; there was just too little room for error (again), and with that in mind, you were forced to move very slowly a lot of the
time. Not a problem in case of a short level experience, but that wasn't the case a lot of the time. That aside, it's not possible to
move backwards nor use a 'handbrake' or similar to completely park the triangle/rocket, making it only harder (especially with
your 'Luv', where you sometimes need 4 eyes); not only unforgiven, also unfair I had to conclude, partially caused by slowness =
annoyance. Checkpoints are recommended in some levels, but there are none. A few recommendations for an update: - 'Reverse
gear' = moving backwards; only being able to make turns and rotate, often means dying through 1/3 edges of the triangle,
because there's little room for error (in New Game+); - The possibility to completely park the triangle, not moving a pixel; -
Level tests in New Game+.the progression in difficulty didn't always make sense, caused by a time limit, gravity (%) or fuel
limitations ; - Level screen! Could have motivated me to continue or maybe I could have skipped a few levels first, if that would
have been an option. I didn't have any insight regarding my progress, I could only find some numbers in the game data. That
being said, I can actually still recommend playing this game, because there's enough fun before you start a New Game+ - which
I don't expect everyone to start anyway. I just have mixed feelings about the New Game+ Mode and actually regret having
started it.I could eventually finish it, but when something's not entertaining anymore, it's better to stop. I left the game with a
bad taste in my mouth. 7/10 - If you like Gun Rocket and are good at it, definitely try this, but think twice prior starting a
playthrough in New Game+.
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